BREAST IMAGING

Radiation Doses and Risks in
Breast Cancer Imaging
By Dr. R E Hendrick & Dr. G Gennaro

This article summarizes a recently published paper describing radiation doses
and cancer risks in breast cancer imaging,
particularly in current and potential screening studies involving ionizing radiation [1].
Such studies include digital mammography (DM) and digital breast tomosynthesis
(DBT), and newer technologies such as
contrast-enhanced digital or spectral mammography (CEM), breast-specific gamma
imaging (BSGI), molecular breast imaging
(MBI), and positron emission mammography (PEM). This article describes the
units used to estimate radiation doses, the
background for radiation risk estimates,
and compares radiation doses, risks, and
benefit-to-radiation-risk ratios for different
breast imaging modalities.
INTRODUCTION

Most breast imaging procedures involve ionizing radiation, i.e.
radiation that can release enough energy into human tissues to
produce biological damage such as DNA damage, cell mutation, and cancers. As some of these procedures are periodically
repeated throughout the life of a woman to allow early breast
cancer diagnosis through screening, there is always a general
concern about the risk of biological damage that repeated
exposures entail, and about the overall benefit-to-risk ratio of

RADIATION DOSES FROM BREAST IMAGING PROCEDURES

Radiation doses in x-ray imaging of the breast are usually
expressed in terms of mean glandular dose (MGD), the estimated absorbed dose to fibroglandular breast tissues averaged
over the full extent of fibroglandular tissues in the breast [4].
Averaging absorbed radiation dose across the breast is done
because at mammography x-ray energies, each 1-2 centimeters
(cm) of breast tissue decreases the quantity of x-rays by half,
so the doses to fibroglandular tissues fall by a factor of 10-100
from the entrance surface of the breast to the exit surface.
Absorbed dose is typically expressed in Gray (Gy) or milliGray (mGy). Since absorbed radiation doses are measured
in units of energy deposited per unit mass (1 Gy is defined as
the absorption of one joule of radiation energy per kilogram
of tissue), it is inappropriate to add radiation doses to different
breast tissues, such as adding the doses to left and right breasts.
It is appropriate to combine radiation doses from multiple
exposures of the same breast tissue, such as radiation doses
from the mediolateral oblique (MLO) view and craniocaudal
(CC) view to describe a two-view breast dose.
Radiation doses to the breasts from x-ray breast imaging procedures (DM, DBT or CEM) are best estimated on a representative population of women rather than derived from phantom
measurements. That has been done in a number of studies; a
few are reported here [5 - 14] and summarized in Table 1.
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screening programs.
Breast imaging procedures that use external sources of ionizing radiation (x-rays) such as digital mammography (DM),
digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT), and contrast-enhanced
mammography (CEM), limit radiation exposures to breast
tissue [2]. In contrast, breast imaging techniques that involve
the injection of radionuclides (gamma photons), such as breast
specific gamma imaging (BSGI), molecular breast imaging
(MBI), and positron-emission mammography (PEM), expose
all body organs to ionizing radiation and those additional
exposed tissues must be taken into account when assessing
radiation risks [3].

D I

DM Doses
The American College of Radiology Imaging Network’s
(ACRIN’s) Digital Mammography Imaging Screening Trial
(DMIST) compared early DM clinical performance to screenfilm mammography in a paired study, where each woman
received both exams. Based on bilateral 2-view mammography on 5,021 women, DM, which included mostly firstgeneration direct digital units, 8% prototype units, and 18%
CR units, resulted in a two-view mean glandular dose (MGD)
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Table 1: Two-view MGD for x-ray breast imaging procedures. *First generation DR units including 8% prototype
units, 18% CR units
**One-view MGD reported

of 3.72 mGy. [ 5]. In clinical screening data
collected in the U.K. between 2010 and
2012 on 25,408 women, Young and Oduko
found that the average MGD per two-view
examination was 3.03 mGy for direct digital
radiography (DR), and 4.69 mGy for CR
[6]. Two other studies based on datasets
acquired on a single manufacturer’s system
(Selenia Dimensions, Hologic, Bedford,
MA), found the average MGD from 2-view
DM to be 2.74 mGy and 3.16 mGy, respectively [7,8].

DBT Doses
The primary determinant of DBT doses is
the protocol used for data acquisition. Initial
approvals of DBT systems involved collecting both CC and MLO two-dimensional
(2D) DM images along with CC and MLO
multi-angle datasets that enabled DBT
reconstruction of multiple planar images

through the breast in both CC and MLO
projections (2-view DM + 2-view DBT),
a combination of acquired DM and DBT
views. Subsequently, manufacturers added
software (and received approval) to collect
only multi-angle DBT datasets in each view
projection (CC and MLO) and reconstruct
simulated 2D CC and MLO images from
each DBT dataset (2-view DBT + SDM).
As shown in Table 1, most manufacturers designed their DBT systems to work
at increased doses compared to DM [7-9].
Only one manufacturer (GE Healthcare)
acquires DBT images at approximately the
same MGD as DM images [10]. When synthetic 2D-views replaced 2D acquisitions,
breast dose was reduced by 45% [11]. Figure
1 shows a comparison of DBT and DM doses
as a function of simulated breast thickness
using acrylic phantoms for GE, Hologic and
Siemens DBT-capable units [12].

CEM Doses
CEM involves acquisition of dual-energy
images several minutes after injection of a
non-ionic iodinated contrast agent. The
pair of 2D images is acquired during a single breast compression, one image acquired
with x-ray energies below the k-edge energy
of iodine (33.2 keV) at the same radiation
dose as a conventional DM image, and
the other acquired with x-ray energies
above the k-edge at a breast radiation dose
19-45% that of the low-energy image. The
two acquired images are combined with
appropriate weighting factors to produce
an image maximizing the conspicuity of
lesions taking up iodinated contrast agent
and minimizing the structured noise of
breast fibroglandular tissues. The resulting
radiation doses are therefore 19-45% higher
than DM doses [Table 1], [13,14]. Figure 2
shows MGDs for the GE Healthcare Senobright CEM system compared to DM doses
on the same system [13].
BSGI, MBI, and PEM Doses
BSGI and MBI rely on injection of 99mTcsestamibi, a radionuclide that emits 140 keV
photons. Label-recommended doses for
breast imaging are 740–1100 MBq (20–30
mCi) [14]. Unlike x-ray imaging of the
breasts, radionuclides expose all organs of the
body, including breasts, to ionizing radiation.
Because of the way 99mTc-sestamibi is taken up
and cleared by the body, highest organ doses
are to the large intestine wall, small intestine wall, kidneys, urinary bladder wall, and
gallbladder wall (Table 2) [15]. Over the last
decade, more efficient dual-headed detectors

Figure 1: Comparison of mean glandular doses (MGD) between 2D and DBT modes for three DBT-capable systems. PMMA is Poly(methyl methacrylate), a clear plastic
acrylic material. Reference value is the European Union reference (EUREF) limits for 2D dose as a function of breast thickness. Source: N.W. Marshall and H. Bosmans, ref
12. Permission granted by Hilde Bosmans, Ph.D., on behalf of the Belgian Hospital Physicists Association.
The blue curves in the left panel are MGDs for Hologic Genius; red curves in the middle panel are MGDs for Siemens 3D Mammography and the green curves in the right
panel are MGDs for GE SenoClaire systems.
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the lifetime risk of cancer incidence and mortality for a single screening exam as a function of age at exposure [19]. Table 3 presents
these estimates for screening with DM, DBT,
CEDM, whole-breast CT, BSGI/MBI and
PEM as a function of age at exposure for the
designated doses of each procedure. The first
four listings are for risks of breast cancer or
breast cancer-caused deaths, since these procedures expose only breast tissue to significant
amounts of radiation. The latter listings (for
BSGI, MBI and PEM) include risks of cancer
or cancer-caused deaths to all body organs.
Figure 2: Doses for contrast-enhanced digital mammography (CEDM or CEM) compared to digital mammography (MX or DM) on the GE Senobright system for a 50% glandular breast. From Dromain C, et al., ref 13. Breast
Cancer Research is an open-access journal.

built into breast compression paddles have
been developed to enable use of lower-dose
99m
Tc-sestamibi administrations. Procedures
using these more efficient devices go by the
name of molecular breast imaging (MBI),
and have demonstrated good clinical results
at administered doses of 300 MBq (8 mCi)
[16]. For MBI drawn doses of 300 mBq,
the received dose was 240 MBq of 99mTcsestamibi; about 20% of the radionuclide is
retained by the syringe and tubing [17]. Table
2 shows estimated organ doses for both the
label-recommended dose of 1100 MBq (30
mCi) in BSGI [15] and for a drawn dose of
300 MBq (with a received dose of 240 MBq
[6.4 mCi]) for MBI [16] assuming a 2-hour
void.
Positron Emission Mammography (PEM)
requires administration of fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG), the same radionuclide used in whole-body positron emission
tomography (PET). PEM uses a dedicated

breast imaging device to place a woman’s
breast under mild compression between two
parallel paddles, each containing an array of
gamma ray detectors that register coincident
back-to-back 512-keV gamma rays resulting
from electron-positron annihilation within
the breast. FDG is selectively taken up in solid
tumors as well as lymph nodes, due to its
increased uptake and retention in metabolically active tissue. The labeled-recommended
adult dose of 18F-FDG is 185 – 370 MBq (5-10
mCi) [18]. Because FDG is taken up by the
heart and excreted primarily through the urinary tract, highest doses are to the bladder
wall, heart wall, spleen, pancreas and kidneys.
Organ doses for 370 MBq (10 mCi) of 18FFDG are given in Table 2.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR RISK ESTIMATES

Risk Estimates
The BEIR VII report (Biological Effects of
Ionizing Radiation) can be used to estimate

Table 2: Estimated organ doses for a received dose of 240 MBq (6.4 mCi) and the label-recommended dose
of 1100 MBq (30 mCi) of 99mTc sestamibi, assuming a 2 hour void, and for a 370 MBq (10 mCi) dose of 18FFDG from labeling [15].
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Benefit-to-Risk Estimates
Yaffe and Mainprize estimated benefit-toradiation-risk of screening mammography
assuming a dose of 3.7 mGy to both breasts [5]
a screening regimen that consisted of annual
screening from age 40 to 55 years followed
by biennial screening from ages 55-74 years,
and assuming a 24% mortality reduction from
screening [20]. They estimated risks in terms
of breast cancer deaths due to radiation from
screening (10.7 per 100,000 women) and benefits in terms of breast cancer deaths averted due
to screening (497 per 100,000 women), yielding a benefit-to-radiation-risk estimate of 47:1.
In terms of life-years, the risk of life-years lost
due to radiation from screening was 136.4 per
100,000 and the life-years gained from screening were 10,670 per 100,000, yielding a benefitto-radiation-risk of 78:1. The greater benefitto-radiation-risk in terms of life-years occurs
because most deaths from breast cancer occur
within a decade of diagnosis, while radiationcaused breast cancer deaths are most likely
to occur two to three decades after exposure.
A recent modeling study by Yaffe et al. estimated a 42% mortality reduction from annual
screening ages 40-49 and biennial screening
ages 50-74 [21]. If this mortality reduction
value is used, the already favorable benefit-toradiation-risk ratios increase by 75%.
The mortality benefit from screening modalities other than mammography is not known,
but it is likely that modalities with higher cancer detection rates (CDRs) in the same population will yield greater mortality reduction.
Studies have shown that DBT has 29%-89%
higher CDRs than DM in screening populations [22]. In estimating benefit-to-radiation-risks for DBT or other modalities, their
increase in dose relative to DM, in addition to
their higher CDR (as a surrogate for mortality
reduction), should be taken into account.
CONCLUSION

Most x-ray-based breast imaging modalities, such as digital mammography, digital
OCTOBER 2020

Table 3: Estimated cases of radiation-caused cancer incidence (top table) and mortality (bottom table) per 100,000 women exposed to the doses shown for various
existing and prospective screening modalities as a function of age at exposure. Adapted from ref 3 based on BEIR-VII [19].

breast tomosynthesis, and contrast-enhanced
mammography have small risks of radiationcaused cancer incidence and cancer deaths.
Benefit-to-radiation-risk estimates are highly
favorable for digital mammography and
other modalities having equal or greater cancer detection rates and similarly low radiation
doses. Modalities that involve radionuclide
injection such as BSGI, MBI and PEM have
significantly higher cancer risks unless efficient detector systems and reduced administered doses are used.
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